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The ancient Greek novel Ephesiaka contains two long inset narratives, both tales of 
erotic suffering that mirror the romance of the main story’s protagonists.  This study 
examines how the inset narratives contribute to an “emotional plot” through the repetition of 
verbal motifs of emotion, and how the novel’s deliberately simple style characterizes eros 
through the cumulative alternation of verbal motifs throughout individual episodes. The 
Ephesiaka’s plot-focused and formulaic style articulates an emotional plot inextricable from 
the action plot, prioritizing the visible expression of emotions rather than internal states or 
conflicts. While this style can be considered “paraliterary” because it guides the reader 
overtly in its description of outward action, the unobtrusive narration provides little value 
judgement, leading to modern critical disagreement about how the novel characterizes the 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
The ancient Greek novel Ephesiaka is a nesting doll of romance stories. As he searches 
for his abducted wife throughout the eastern Mediterranean, the protagonist Habrocomes 
hears other tales of love like his own. Two extended inset narratives (the tale of Hippothous 
and the tale of Aigialeus) are almost “novels in miniature,” sharing numerous motifs (such as 
love at first sight, erotic suffering, and separation) with their frame story and with the other 
extant ancient novels. Due to their brevity and themes, these narratives are comparable to 
short mythographic tales of mortal romance,1 but they differ in several important respects. 
The inset narratives in Ephesiaka are told in the first person and focalized by characters who 
narrate their own emotional responses. These emotion-laden stories in turn provoke further 
emotion from their hearer. The inset narratives have attracted scholarly attention because they 
represent the only significant pauses in the novel’s fast-paced plot that reflect on and 
characterize eros, the most significant theme in the novel as a whole. Any examination of 
how the Ephesiaka characterizes eros and the emotions of eros must acknowledge the critical 
problems presented by the novel’s simplistic style and its primary focus on plot.  
The inset narratives each offer a slightly different picture of eros. Hippothous tells of his 
doomed affair with a youth who drowns, recalling an eros of suffering and lament. Aigialeus’ 
love affair with his late wife, on the other hand, entails mutual enjoyment and continued 
consolation. The novel’s unobtrusive narration never indicates which version of eros is 
                                                          
1 E.g. as transmitted by Parthenius and Pseudo-Plutarch (Morgan 2004: 492; Ruiz-Montero 2003). 
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superior, nor does it present much of any character’s interior thoughts and feelings on the 
matter. The closest the text comes to a direct characterization of eros is Habrocomes’s remark 
on the tale of Aigialeus: “…now I truly know that true love has no age limit” (νῦν ἀληθῶς 
μεμάθηκα ὅτι ἔρως ἀληθινὸς ὅρον ἡλικίας οὐκ ἔχει, 5.1.12).2 Aldo Tagliabue, the author of 
the most recent comprehensive monograph on the Ephesiaka, makes this sentence the core of 
his argument that Aigialeus’ tale represents the novel’s progression to a more mature form of 
eros.3 He also acknowledges, however, that the Ephesiaka resists the kind of close reading 
literary scholars apply to the other Greek novels.4 Because the novel’s simple, repetitive style 
is uniform to all characters and narration, the Ephesiaka’s literary style is studied less often 
than that of the other extant ancient Greek novels, and it can frustrate unifying theories about 
which stylistic features the novels share.5 This frustration reveals a fundamental limitation in 
the traditional philological definition of “style,” which embraces only those texts adorned 
with complex syntax such as clause subordination, rhetorical tropes and figures, and varied 
diction.6 Since the text of Ephesiaka lacks these elements, by the traditional standards of 
classical style it lacks “style.” What the text does contain, however, are numerous repetitions 
                                                          
2 All translations are mine unless otherwise indicated, based on the Loeb text (Henderson 2009).  
3 Tagliabue 2017: 137.  
4 Tagliabue’s approach to intertextuality, for example, relies on thematic intertextuality rather than the “pointed 
allusion,” the latter being less detectable in the Ephesiaka and prose texts in general than indirect references to 
plots, characters, and narrative situations (ibid.: 11-20).  
5 E.g., Fusillo uses the Ephesiaka as a “rather summary example” of the conflict of emotions, a juxtaposition of 
emotions with syntactical features found in all the extant Greek erotic novels. This supposedly definitive feature 
occurs only twice in the Ephesiaka in the terms by which he defines it (1999: 68). 
6 Traditional literary studies often proceed from the tacit understanding of “style” as deviation from a norm 
(Herrmann, van Dalen-Oskam and Schöch 2015). For ancient Greek literature, this norm is 5th century Attic 
literature. General treatments of “style’ in the ancient novel often focus on the relationship of prose texts to 
rhetoric (e.g. Laird 2008). 
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of words and phrases. These repetitions guide the reader through the plot, and they 
characterize eros by juxtaposing it with emotional actions such as lament, enjoyment, and 
consolation. Even eros itself is frequently an action, expressed as the verb (ἐράω) “to fall in 
love” or to “be in love.” The inset narratives in Ephesiaka therefore characterize eros by its 
role as action or its juxtaposition to other actions in a running plot. Since the Ephesiaka is a 
plot-focused text, we may examine its characterization of eros by looking at the cumulative 
effects of repeated words over longer passages, and look for positive rather than negative 
ways to describe the properties of a plot-focused text.  
The Ephesiaka’s style is repetitive and simplistic, using a limited diction of emotional 
words in paratactic syntactical structures. The text’s style determines its portrayal of 
emotions in certain characteristic ways. The syntactic and semantic qualities of the novel’s 
emotional language are action-focused in that they overwhelmingly describe outward 
emotion, implying physical gesture and visual recognition. The novel’s narrator primarily 
attributes emotions to characters as finite verbs, which are predominately the main verbs of 
the sentence. The emotions characterizing eros in the two long inset narratives – lament and 
consolation, respectively – are outward and visible expressions. Because of the novel’s 
limited range of emotional expression, the text repeats the same emotional language between 
frame and inset narrative. The cumulative series of emotional actions over the course of the 
narrative, including the episodes that contain the inset narratives, forms an emotional plot for 
the novel’s reader. I borrow the concept of emotional plot from contemporary commercial 
writing, which prioritizes a clearly articulated plot and the emotional involvement of the 
reader over artistic language. I will also employ the terms paraliterature and verbal motif 
from the discipline of linguistics in order to qualify verbal and syntactical repetitions, and to 
discuss the goals of texts that employ them as deliberate strategies. My analysis therefore 
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describes how the novel’s particular plot-focused style functions to articulate a narrative, 
enabling a positive reading of aspects of the Ephesiaka previously considered problematic. 
Using these concepts, I will demonstrate how the text’s style inextricably links emotion and 
action.   
 
 
CHAPTER 2: EMBEDDED ROMANCES AND THE ROMANCE PLOT 
 The five ancient Greek novels that survive intact from antiquity all narrate tales of 
eros: two lovers are separated, endure a series of dramatic trials, and at last reunite happily.  
Despite the inherently emotional nature of eros, however, much critical discussion of the 
romance plot privileges physical action over other types of narrative progression. Bakhtin 
influentially described the plots of ancient novels as occurring in “adventure-time” in which 
fateful circumstances move essentially static characters over exotic landscapes.7 Although 
subsequent scholars have disputed Bakhtin’s reductive depiction of characterization in the 
Ancient Greek novels,8 the concept of adventure-time seems especially appropriate to the plot 
of the Ephesiaka, a geographically wide-ranging adventure and elaborately plotted adventure 
story. Likewise, Lowe describes the essential ancient romance-plot in terms of action: “The 
universal narrative goal in the love-novels is secure possession of the beloved.”9 These 
formulations of plot elide a key thematic focus of the extant Greek novels: emotion. The 
Ephesiaka itself ends with “secure possession” in both an emotional and physical sense when 
                                                          
7 Bakhtin 1981: 87-89. 
8 Tagliabue 2017: 21-52; De Temmerman 2014. 
9 Lowe 2000: 255 
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the protagonists assure each other of their fidelity before enjoying their truly happy 
conclusion.10 Since the Ephesiaka is a story of eros, desire and related emotions constitute an 
important part of the narrative sequence of actions.  
Accounts of the Ephesiaka that describe plot events solely in terms of physical action 
read the inset narratives as a slowing diversion from the main action plot. Schmeling’s 
comment that the tale of Hippothous “does not help the progress of the main plot” parallels 
Morgan’s judgement of the tale as a whole that “Its argument function is very limited.” 
Characterizing the two inset narratives as “didactic analogies,” Morgan concludes 
“Habrocomes shows no signs of understanding its importance as a counter-paradigm to his 
own experiences…”11 In his study of narrative time in the Ephesiaka, Morgan also states that 
neither of the inset narratives has any “organic connection” to the story.12 However, as I will 
argue, it is the language of emotional action that binds the inset narratives to their frames, 
both logically (since an emotional tale elicits an emotional response from the listener) and 
stylistically.  
 The Ephesiaka’s style is a deliberately spare one known to ancient writers as 
apheleia, the “simple style.”13 In the Imperial Era, this style was a deliberate archaism 
recalling ancient historiographical prose, possibly imitative of the early Ionic logographers.14  
                                                          
10 5.14-5.15.1. 
11 Morgan 2004: 492; 491-92.  
12 Morgan 2017: 454. 
13 De Temmerman 2014. 
14 The earliest Greek literary prose was “dominated by Ionians,” leading to the pervasive use of the Ionic dialect 
as a signifier of generic form (Dover 1997: 84-85).  
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Ruiz-Montero, who first identified the Ephesiaka’s style as archaism, refers to it as a “kai-
style” for its predominance of paratactic clauses connected with kai, a literary imitation of 
oral storytelling shared with the New Testament.15 The Ephesiaka’s prose is also especially 
repetitive and has a limited diction of frequently-used words and phrases.16 The narrative 
repeats formulaic expressions for erotic topoi and other emotions between inset narrative and 
frame.17 These sequences of linked, repetitive emotional actions and reactions create what I 
will call an emotional plot, a concept from modern commercial writing18 especially 
applicable to the Ephesiaka’s paraliterary style.  Tagliabue first characterized the Ephesiaka 
as “a narrative leaning towards paraliterature,”19 a plot-focused mode of writing that overtly 
guides the reader in certain ways. Paraliterary texts are distinct from literary texts in that they 
prioritize the immersion of the reader in the story over high-artistic goals such as complex 
literary style, allusive references, and direct engagement with intellectual themes. The 
scholars who popularized the term in the 1980s sought to encapsulate genres of popular 
fiction usually dismissed from academic study: mystery, romance, science fiction, and so 
on.20 While the term itself derives from contemporary mass-market fiction, its application 
                                                          
15 Ruiz-Montero 1982.  
16 These repeated phrases have also been compared to Homeric formulae (O’Sullivan 1995: 16-19).  
17 Tagliabue 2011; Whitmarsh 2011: 35. 
18 I will use emotional plot to indicate the trajectory of emotional effects of the story elicits in a reader.  Modern 
commercial writing manuals refer to this concept in a number of ways, including emotional structure, “beats” or 
emotional arc (see below, n. 24).  
19 Tagliabue 2017: 163-92. 
20 In the context of contemporary genre fiction the term paraliterature also involves the relationship between the 
readers and producers of texts, including marketing, circulation, and reader response (Boyer 1992: 17-19).   
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here to Ephesiaka does not imply that the text itself was “popular” in its own time.21  Instead, 
it shares with other paraliterary texts a plot-focused, unadorned style. Divorcing the term 
from modern publishing, we may define a paraliterary text as one with the specific twin goals 
of focus on plot and desire to tell a story with a minimum of ambiguity.22 Reading the 
Ephesiaka as a paraliterary text provides a means to describe its style on its own terms 
without unflattering comparison to the other ancient Greek romances.23  
The Ephesiaka’s deliberate emphasis on action, simple style, and romantic plot 
creates the text’s characteristic emotional idiom and deployment of emotions for purposes of 
plot. When the narrative depicts character emotions as straightforward actions in the form of 
verbs, it is especially easy to see how an emotional plot runs alongside and interacts with an 
action plot. Emotional plot describes a linked sequence of emotional events, complementary 
and intertwined with an external and physical action plot. Widely-available modern 
instructional literature advises writers to consider emotional plot in their composition process, 
and to plan their story so as to elicit particular emotions from the reader at particular points in 
the plot. 24 Like the concept of “plot” in general, the emotional plot is an effect of the text on 
                                                          
21 Schmeling 1980: 80-130; Bowie 1996. 
22 Tagliabue describes the Ephesiaka as a novel “leaning towards paraliterature” rather than simply paraliterary, 
arguing for “an author full in artistic control of his text” who creates an immersive experience for the reader 
while also incorporating indirect references to the subject matter of elite Imperial education (2017: 166). 
I will use the term paraliterary without qualification in order to focus on the features of the novel that are closely 
aligned with paraliterature: simple style, repetitions, and the concern for plot.  
23 Chew reaches a similar conclusion that the novel is “creative” rather than “deficient,” and just as concerned 
with the protagonists’ adventures as their erotic suffering: “But what is Xenophon’s purpose? To tell as creative 
a story as possible and involve the greatest number of places with a most varied cast of secondary characters 
which puts the couple in to a spectrum of erotic situations, all different and unique” (1998: 212). 
24 Today’s most influential screenwriting manuals consider an emotional arc as a crucial part of plot planning. 
Field (1979)’s three-part structure addresses the emotional stakes of the plot throughout, and Snyder (2005) 
described the sequence of a script’s emotional “beats” so successfully that it also codified generic expectations: 
“This ‘write by numbers’ method became so popular in Hollywood, it was commonplace for a producer to open 
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a reader. The second concept, the verbal motif, describes how repetitive language functions 
on both a local and global level. Recent linguistic studies of contemporary fiction, employing 
a broad definition of “motif” as a repeated verbal pattern, have identified how motifs signal 
generic allegiance and operate idiomatically within individual texts.25 These studies also 
provide a model for the stylistic analysis of verbal motifs across a single extended narrative.26 
While discussion of the Ephesiaka’s repertory of verbal motifs has noted their connection to 
intertextual erotic topoi,27 the novel’s use of verbal motifs for emotions can also be analyzed 
locally with attention to diction, syntax, and semantics. The repetitive nature of the 
Ephesiaka’s emotional language forms a particularly visible textual idiom, and the emphasis 
on particular emotions is explicable by cultural and historical factors, the mechanics and 
vocabulary of the language, and the rhetorical concerns of the text.28 In the inset narratives 
the Ephesiaka uses emotion as action and repeats action-like emotions as motifs. 
  
                                                          
a screenplay to a specific page specifically to see if the screenwriter ‘knew what he was doing.’ While it was a 
great guidepost for beginning writers to learn structure, this constrictive formula is now criticized for making all 
major Hollywood films ‘feel’ the same, regardless of genre” (Jarvis 2014: 7). 
25 Longrée and Mellet 2018; Gläser 1998. 
26 Legallois and Koch 2020; Kölher 2015. 
27 Tagliabue 2011: 86-98; Whitmarsh 2011: 35; O’Sullivan 1995: 16-19. 
28 Theodoropolou 2012: 445-64. This area of focus is relevant to the burgeoning field of affect studies, which 
situates the study of emotion in these areas. Konstan (2015) examines emotion in Ancient Greek literature from 
a historical and philological perspective; Chaniotis et al. (2014; 2012) from interdisciplinary approaches 





CHAPTER 3: THE TALE OF HIPPOTHOUS 
The Ephesiaka’s first inset narrative illustrates how verbal motifs of emotional 
language function as actions in the emotional plot, connect episodes, and characterize eros. In 
particular, Hippothous’ unhappy tale alternates between motifs of eros and lament, 
connecting the story to Habrocomes’ and Anthia’s various laments throughout the novel.29 
Hippothous, a bandit who rescues and befriends Habrocomes, is the most important 
supporting character in the novel: on his various travels he meets both protagonists, acting as 
a “girder” to bridge their divergent plotlines.30 At the point in the story a rapid and 
increasingly complex action plot has separated the two lovers. In the first book, Habrocomes 
and Anthia meet, fall in love, and marry. In the second book, pirates attack the young 
couple’s ship and sell them on the slave market. Jealousy and scheming in their new master’s 
household cause Anthia to be sent away. The second book ends with the two protagonists’ 
laments at their separation.31  Finally freed and rewarded by his master, Habrocomes’ 
outward good fortune is at odds with his despair at separation from Anthia—creating a 
                                                          
29 Lament is a persistent motif throughout the novel, and verbal motifs of lament connect various characters in 
throughout different episodes (Xian 1998). 
30 Morgan 2004: 491. 
31 In her farewell speech to Habrocomes, Anthia pledges she will remain faithful to him even if she dies, and she 
mentions the possibility of Habrocomes’ lonely death: “εἰς Συρίαν ἄγομαι δῶρον δοθεῖσα τῇ Μαντοῖ καὶ εἰς 
χεῖρας τῆς ζηλοτυπούσης παραδίδομαι, σὺ δὲ ἐν τῷ δεσμωτηρίῳ μείνας οἰκτρῶς ἀποθνῄσκεις οὐκ ἔχων οὐδὲ 
ὅστις σου τὸ σῶμα κοσμήσει (“I am being taken to Syria as Manto’s present, delivered into the hands of my 
jealous rival, while you languish in prison and await a miserable death, with no one even to deck out your 
corpse,” 2.7.4-5.) Habrocomes laments their fall from happiness (ποῦ μὲν ἡ ἐν Ἐφέσῳ δοκοῦσά ποτε 
εὐδαιμονία, 2.8.1) but a dream of his father releasing him from prison leaves him slightly more hopeful (μικρὰ 
εὔελπις ἦν, 2.8.2). 
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division between emotional and action plots.32 By the time the protagonists meet Hippothous, 
therefore, the novel has established lament as a recurring theme expressed through various 
verbal motifs that connects the protagonists despite their physical separation.33  
Lament will also appear as a major emotional action in the events surrounding the 
tale of Hippothous. When Habrocomes meets Hippothous, the action plot of the novel has 
separated the two protagonists, and the emotional plot repeats verbal motifs of lament 
through changing circumstances. Hippothous’ introduction bridges the now-parallel story 
lines of the two protagonists when his pirate band captures Anthia, who has been 
shipwrecked on the shores of Cilicia. Just as the pirates are about to sacrifice her to Ares, the 
peace officer Perilaus attacks the bandits and takes Anthia to Tarsus. Hippothous is the only 
one of his band to escape (2.13-14). When Habrocomes strays from the main road he 
encounters Hippothous on the road to Cilicia, and the stranger offers to travel with him 
(2.14). The fact that their mutual connection via Anthia is not discovered by either of the 
characters until after they exchange stories (3.3.3) suggests that the exchange of tales is 
important to the set-up of the action plot. The complex circumstances in which lament 
appears are crucial to the novels plotting, because they establish the relationships between 
characters that motivate action later in the text. Mutual mourning leads to Hippothous 
volunteering the information about Anthia to Habrocomes that directs his course back to 
                                                          
32 τί δὲ ἐλευθερίας ἐμοί; τί δὲ πλούτων καὶ ἐπιμελείας τῶν Ἀψύρτου χρημάτων; οὐ τοιοῦτον εἶναί με δεῖ· 
ἐκείνην καὶ ζῶσαν καὶ τεθνεῶσαν εὕροιμι! (“What do I care about freedom? About riches and stewardship of 
Apsyrtus’ possessions? That is not what I should be doing; I wish I could find Anthia alive or dead!” 2.10.3). 
33 De Temmerman 2014: 13-14. Xian (2018) notes how elsewhere in the novel, repeated verbal motifs connect 
the speeches Habrocomes to those of Anthia in various passages of lament. 
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Cilicia (3.3.5-7).34 Habrocomes now makes Hippothous swear by the soul of his own dead 
lover to help him find Anthia (3.3.6), turning their shared emotion into shared action. In the 
final part of the novel, Hippothous’ friendship with Habrocomes motivates him to protect the 
re-discovered Anthia in Tarentum (5.9.13).   
The inset narrative itself contains an action-heavy plot of its own. Hippothous’ story 
of his relationship with the youth Hyperanthes, coerced by an older rival whom the lovers 
conspire to murder, shares plot elements and motifs with the protagonists’ story. His tale 
contains numerous erotic topoi (such as erotic suffering and love at first sight)35 shared with 
the other Greek novels and with the framing narrative. These topoi and other elements are 
expressed through repeated phrases that become intratextual verbal motifs, further 
heightening the similarity between the two love affairs. For example, Hippothous’ nobility is 
indicated by the formulaic τῶν τὰ πρῶτα ἐκεῖ δυναμένων (3.2.1), also used of Habrocomes’ 
father in 1.1.1. The lovers also use an all-night festival (ἑορτῆς ἀγομένης ἐπιχωρίου καὶ 
παννυχίδος) as an excuse to meet, just as Habrocomes sees Anthia at a festival (1.2.2) and 
their happy marriage is accompanied by παννυχίδες (1.8.1). Frame story and inset narrative 
diverge in their treatment of the jealous rival. While Habrocomes is framed (and acquitted) 
by his master’s wicked daughter Manto, Hippothous and Hyperanthes conspire to kill the 
man who abducts the youth. This ultimately results in the death of Hyperanthes during their 
escape and Hippothous’ retreat to a life of crime. The appearance of the tale at this point in 
                                                          
34 Morgan 2004: 491. 
35 Tagliabue 2011: 93-96. 
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the novel introduces death as an alternate possibility for the completion of the novel's main 
plot, and creates suspense for the reader.  
Multiple scholars read Hippothous’ story as a mirror tale: while Hippothous’ love 
affair reflects many aspects of Habrocomes’, everything that goes right for Habrocomes and 
Anthia goes wrong for Hippothous and Hyperanthes.36 Many of the emotions associated with 
these repeated erotic topoi are expressed the form of simple verbal actions. The sequence of 
these verbally expressed emotional states constitutes or is implicated in physical action, and 
forms an emotional plotline. Hippothous falls in love (ἠράσθην, 3.1.2) and cannot control 
himself (οὐκ ἐκαρτέρησα); he supplicates Hyperanthes for pity and receives it (ἱκετεύω 
κατοικτεῖραι; ὑπισχνεῖται κατελεῆσάν με, 3.1.3). The emotional plot shifts course with the 
participial sentence balancing the youths’ love (στέργοντες ἀλλήλους) with the envy of 
“some god” (δαίμων τις ἡμῖν ἐνεμέσησε, 3.1.4). The motif of “lack of control” returns in the 
introduction of a rival, who is taken (ἁλίσκεται, 3.1.6) by Hyperanthes and cannot restrain 
himself (3.1.7). After Hyperanthes’ abduction, Hippothous is filled with rage (ὀργῆς 
πλησθεὶς) and murders the rival (3.1.10). The tale culminates in the death of Hyperanthes by 
drowning: Hippothous recovers the boy’s body and builds him a memorial “with much 
weeping and lamentation” (3.1.13). In this brief and schematic inset tale, the language of 
emotional expression constitutes the core action plot of the erotic affair. Clustered sequences 
of the same and semantically similar words, especially in the beginning of the tale, describe a 
                                                          
36 Schmeling 1980: 54-55. Some see Hippothous’ story as a counter-example to the values of the main narrative 
in terms of Hippothous’ rash character (Alvares 1995) and the ultimate inequality of Hippothous’ relationship 
with Hyperanthes as opposed to the protagonists’ idealized “sexual symmetry” (Morgan 1996: 175; Konstan 
1996). Tagliabue suggests that Hippothous’ tale is an attempt to show male-male and male-female relationships 
as equivalent (2017: 160). Hippothous’ character offers an alternate model of masculinity to that of the main 
character, and the nature of the novel’s polyphony makes this judgement complex (Watanabe 2003). 
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linked progression through various emotional states. Notably, these emotional states are often 
expressed through finite verbs, syntactically constituting the main action of the sentences in 
which they appear. This sequence of emotional actions starts with love and ends with 
lamentation, and it is this latter expression of emotion that links inset narrative to frame.  
Verbal motifs of love and mourning link the surrounding narrative to the inset tale. 
The telling of the tale is prompted by the expression of grief and provokes further grief from 
its hearer. At the beginning of the third book, Hippothous and Habrocomes have escaped 
dangerous circumstances and are feasting well (εὐωχουμένων αὐτῶν) when Hippothous 
begins to groan and cry (ἐστέναξεν ὁ Ἱππόθοος καὶ ἐπεδάκρυσεν, 3.1.4). This motif of 
lamentation, the combination of groaning and tears, first appears in the first book37 but gains 
importance here in Book 3. Hippothous’ emotional expression causes Habrocomes to ask the 
cause of his tears (ὁ δὲ Ἁβροκόμης ἤρετο αὐτὸν τίς ἡ αἰτία τῶν δακρύων, 3.1.4), thus 
prompting Hippothous’ tale. Within his own tale Hippothous reacts to Hyperanthes’ death 
with groans and tears (καὶ πολλὰ δακρύσας καὶ στενάξας, 3.2.13) repeating the verbal motif 
used by the external narrator before his speech. Hippothous ends his tale by asking 
Habrocomes for his own story, which the narration summarizes in indirect speech (3.3.1). 
The exchange of tales provokes Hippothous to share in Habrocomes’ mourning 
(συνανεθρήνησεν, 3.3.2; ἱκανῶς ἐθρήνησαν ἀμφότεροι, 3). These linking emotional actions, 
comprising verbal motifs and repetitions, also occur as primarily finite verbs, making 
emotional expression a primary and motivating action both in and around the tale.  
                                                          
37 When Habrocomes first falls in love with Anthia but cannot yet bear to talk to her (ἐστέναξεν ἄν ποτε 
Ἁβροκόμης καὶ ἐδάκρυσε 1.5.3). 
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In addition to articulating an emotional plot, the alternation and juxtaposition of 
verbal motifs characterizes eros in a cumulative fashion. The verbal motifs of “mourning and 
tears” and of eros alternate with one another over the course of the episode, each within its 
own sentence. An alternation between verbs of mourning (στενάζω, θρηνέω) and love (ἐράω) 
in the following sequence characterizes eros, at this point in the novel, as closely tied to 
mourning: 
Hippothous’ tears and groans (ἐστέναξεν ὁ Ἱππόθοος καὶ ἐπεδάκρυ[σ]εν, 
3.1.4)  
Hippothous’s love (ἠράσθην, 3.1.2) 
Hippothous’ tears and groans (δακρύσας καὶ στενάξας, 3.2.13) 
Habrocomes’ love (ἠράσθη, 3.1.3) 
Hippothous joins in mourning (συνανεθρήνησεν) 
Both finish mourning (ἐθρήνησαν, 3.3.3)  
This alternation between love and mourning recalls the first use of the “groaning and 
tears” motif in the first book (1.5.3), when Anthia and Habrocomes suffer various symptoms 
of love at first sight. Linking this motif to the first book again underscores the similarity of 
Habrocomes and Hippothous’ respective love affairs and contributes to a textual idiom of 
lament.38 An interwoven sequence of verbal actions, built up over successive sentences, links 
the motifs of love and lament. On the level of the individual sentence, the text does not mix 
distinct or opposing terms for emotion. Read in sequence, the narration does alternate rapidly 
                                                          
38 Xian 2018; De Temmerman 2014: 13-14. 
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between the emotional expressions conveyed in finite verbs: each sentence is its discrete 
emotional sphere, but the primary emotion changes from sentence to sentence.39 Rapid 
alternation links distinct (but not opposing) emotions. This alternation, which is an effect of 
the “kai-style” and its minimal subordination, may be characteristic of the juxtaposition of 
varied emotional vocabulary in the novel as a whole. As de Temmerman notes, a feature of 
the archaizing kai-style is the unobtrusive narrator who does not assign value judgements to 
narration, and who heavily focalizes through the visual sensations of characters.40 In 
Ephesiaka, the description of emotion relies on visible rather than internal emotion. This 
allows the narration to suggest connections by repeating and juxtaposing verbal motifs 
without outright stating the moral value of what it describes.41 Alternation between verbal 
motifs allows the text to imply heavily – but never outright state – the idea that eros entails 
suffering.   
The tale of Hippothous, therefore, demonstrates certain features and functions 
characteristic of the Ephesiaka’s depiction of emotions. Repeated verbal motifs create a 
series of intra-textual references.  The “groaning and tears” motif, with the additional 
repetition of motifs of tears and crying throughout the passage, links this lament with others 
in the novel.  In addition, the triple repetition of the “groaning and tears” motif between main 
                                                          
39 Fusillo remarks how the Ephesiaka’s simple style rarely mixes different emotional language at the level of the 
sentence to produce a “conflict of emotions.” This stylistic feature, found only at the very beginning and end of 
the Ephesiaka, is for Fusillo a mark of psychological complexity indicative of the Greek erotic novel as a whole. 
This argument demonstrates a perceived deficiency of the Ephesiaka’s style in relation to the other novels 
(1999: 71-73). 
40 2017: 163-92. 
41 The paraliterary “massing of detail” in the 1970s romance novels analyzed by Radway (1984: 194) has a 
comparable effect in its guidance of the reader by supplying redundant visual cues. The paraliterary features of 
such texts, therefore, is not the of use implication as a more subtle substitute for explicit narrative attribution, 
but rather implication that is so overly-determined that it guides the reader to draw a specific conclusion.  
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and inset narrative frames articulates an emotional plot for the benefit of the reader. In this 
plot the action of lament leads to and then results from the telling of the tale. The tale of 
Hippothous is also revealing for the performative aspects of its constituent emotions. These 
emotions are action-like, outward and visible. They constitute plot action not only in their 
grammatical realization as finite verbs, but also semantically: they are verbs not only of 
feeling, but also of the expression of feeling. Crying, groaning, and sighing are all visible and 
audible actions in the physical realm that indicate human emotions to others. The expression 
of lament becomes a locus of communication, creating the connection between characters on 
which the plot depends. When it appears in the first book, the motif of “groaning and tears” 
expresses Habrocomes’ failed attempt to communicate his failings to Anthia. In the third 
book, the communication of emotion between male characters is successful and induces a 
shared lamentation; this shift to the verb θρηνέω, with its connotation of formal funeral song, 
describes a socially oriented form of mourning and appears after the exchange of tales. These 
features of the Ephesiaka’s emotional idiom will also appear in the second inset narrative, the 






CHAPTER 4: THE TALE OF AIGIALEUS 
At the beginning of Book 5, Habrocomes arrives in Sicily and boards with an elderly 
fisherman named Aigialeus. As with Hippothous’ story, this tale introduces emotional 
language after a portion of narrative concerned with the action plot, here switching to 
Habrocomes’ plotline after the focus on Anthia at the end of Book 4. Like Hippothous, 
Aigialeus treats Habrocomes with friendliness (5.1.2); unlike with Hippothous, this affection 
precedes rather than proceeds from the telling of the tale, and Habrocomes offers Aigialeus 
his story first (5.1.3). This inset narrative repeats emotional and erotic motifs from the 
novel’s main narrative as well as from the previous inset narrative. The tale of Aigialeus and 
its frame share many similarities with the tale of Hippothous: the telling of the narrative is 
provoked by the frame’s action plot, and the tale’s sequence of emotional language connects 
it to the frame’s emotional plot.  Aigialeus’ story is also built from the novel’s repertory of 
erotic motifs, but with one interesting twist: after his wife Thelxinoe’s death, he keeps her 
preserved body in his house as a consolation (5.1.10-11).  The motif of consolation links inset 
narrative to frame at the same time as it marks a progression in the emotional plot.  
Aigialeus’ tale about his love for Thelxinoe shares various motifs and plot elements 
with the main novel. As the second long inset narrative, it follows the pattern of the previous 
one in its narrative circumstance as a tale told to Habrocomes by a male interlocutor he 
befriends on his travels (5.1.2-3). Aigialeus’ tale shares with the tales of both Habrocomes 
and Hippothous a protagonist of noble origin (τῶν τὰ πρῶτα ἐκεῖ δυναμένων, 5.1.4) and the 
meeting at a night festival (παννυχίδος, 5.1.5). It also shares the erotic motifs of its internal 
plot, and Habrocomes’ lament in reaction to the tale (3.1.12-13). In its verbal motifs, the tale 
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also has direct parallels to Hippothous’ tale.  As in the case of Hippothous, their love story 
involves both secrecy and the envy of “some god” (5.1.6; 3.1.4),42 as well as the themes of 
deliberate flight and exile from society. In what is perhaps a travesty of traditional Spartan 
marriage customs43 Aigialeus cuts Thelxinoe’s hair and the two lovers disguise themselves as 
young men to elope (5.1.7-8); the flight of the girl and boy “dressed as young men” (5.1.7) 
recalls the flight of Hippothous and Hyperanthes. Despite these similarities to the tale of 
Hippothous, however, the episode introduces two new emotional motifs to the novel’s 
characterization of eros: consolation and enjoyment.  
While the emotional and action plots of the inset tale proceed by a rapid series of 
narrated actions, the emotional language diverges notably from Hippothous’ tale in the verbal 
motifs characterizing eros. Aigialeus’s shorter tale uses fewer instances of the eros-motif as a 
verb (ἐράω).  As a young man Aigialus falls in love (ἠράσθην) with Thelxinoe when he sees 
her at an all-night festival; they are able to consummate their love and enjoy (ἀπηλαύσαμεν, 
5.1.5) each other that very night. Their separation (Thelxinoe’s parents engage her to another 
man) comes through the envy of some god  (ἐνεμέσησε δέ τις ἄρα θεῶν, 5.1.6).44 Also shared 
with Hippothous’ tale is the rival who falls in love with the tale-teller’s beloved (ἤρα ὁ 
Ἀνδροκλῆς, 5.1.6). After Aigialeus and Thelxinoe escape, they must live in exile, but 
                                                          
42 While in Habrocome’s arrogance in the first book incurs the wrath of Eros (1.4.5), this particular verbal motif 
“some god was envious” (δαίμων τις ἡμῖν ἐνεμέσησε, 3.3.4 and  ἐνεμέσησε δέ τις ἄρα θεῶν, 5.1.6) and the verb 
νεμεσάω appear only in the inset narratives. 
43 As reported by Plutarch (Life of Lycurgas, 15.3-4). The inclusion of this detail may represent the antiquarian 
interest in Spartan customs during the imperial era (Cartledge and Spawforth 2002: 163-75), as well as the 
Ephesiaka’s general interest in cultural and geographical exoticism. 
44 The repetition of this motif (the envy of a god) links the two inset narratives to Habrocomes’ story, and the 
wrath of Eros he incurs at the beginning of the novel because of his arrogance (1.1.4-2.1). Unlike in Callirhoe, 
in which the narrator attributes causation and motivation to the divine intervention of the goddess Tyche, the 




happily: ἡδόμενοι δὲ καὶ πάντων ἀπολαύειν δοκοῦντες, ὅτι ἦμεν μετ᾽ ἀλλήλων (“being glad, 
we seemed to enjoy everything, because we were with each other,” 5.1.8). At this point, the 
tale takes its major and surprising turn: while Thelxinoe has since died, Aigialeus keeps her 
mummified body in the house, a consolation to look at (αὕτη με παραμυθεῖται βλεπομένη): 
 
Καὶ ἅμα λέγων εἰσάγει τὸν Ἁβροκόμην εἰς τὸ ἐνδότερον δωμάτιον καὶ δεικνύει τὴν 
Θελξινόην, γυναῖκα πρεσβῦτιν μὲν ἤδη, καλὴν <δὲ> φαινομένην ἔτι Αἰγιαλεῖ κόρην· 
τὸ δὲ σῶμα αὐτῆς ἐτέθαπτο ταφῆι Αἰγυπτίαι· ἦν γὰρ καὶ τούτων ἔμπειρος ὁ γέρων. 
«Ταύτηι οὖν» ἔφη, «ὦ τέκνον Ἁβροκόμη, ἀεί τε ὡς ζώσηι λαλῶ καὶ συγκατάκειμαι 
καὶ συνευωχοῦμαι· κἂν ἔλθω ποτὲ ἐκ τῆς ἁλιείας κεκμηκώς, αὕτη με παραμυθεῖται 
βλεπομένη·  
 
And while he was speaking he lead Habrocomes into the innermost bedroom and 
showed him Thelxinoe, now an old woman, but still seeming to be a girl to Aigialeus. 
The body was preserved in in the Egyptian method of burial, for in this too the old 
man was experienced. “This way,” he said, “Habrocomes, my boy, I talk to her 
always as if she were alive, and I lie with her and dine with her, and whenever I come 
in tired from fishing, the sight of her consoles me...” (5.1.10-11).   
 
The emotional plot of the tale moves from love (ἐράω) to consolation, emphasized by its 
present tense, and the interruption of the speech by narrative action. The sequence of verbal 
motifs in the tale as a whole also alternates love (ἐράω) with verbal motifs of pleasure and 
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enjoyment (ἀπολαύω, ἥδομαι). This is a marked difference from the “groaning and tears” 
motif in the tale of Hippothous and characterizes the love affair in a very different light.45  
 The narrative circumstances of the tale introduce the motifs of love, affection, and 
male friendship: Aigialeus receives Habrocomes, thinks of him as his own son, and loves him 
with particular affection (ὑπεδέξατο δὲ τὸν Ἁβροκόμην ἄσμενος καὶ παῖδα ἐνόμιζεν αὑτοῦ 
καὶ ἠγάπα διαφερόντως, 5.1.2). When they have become familiar with each other (συνηθείας) 
Habrocomes tells him the story of his own love (τὸν ἔρωτα, 5.1.3). The motif of eros is from 
the start qualified by words for affection (ἠγάπα) and familiarity (συνηθείας), terms that 
emphasize the positive affective bond of friendship.46 
 The emotional plot moves from feelings of friendship, to the rapid narration of 
emotional actions within the tale itself.  Just as emotional actions provoke the tale, its telling 
provokes more emotion. Afterwards, Habrocomes laments:  
 
 ἔτι λέγοντος τοῦ Αἰγιαλέως ἀνωδύρετο ὁ Ἁβροκόμης “σὲ δὲ” λέγων, “ὦ πασῶν 
δυστυχεστάτη κόρη, πότε ἀνευρήσω κἂν νεκράν; Αἰγιαλεῖ μὲν γὰρ τοῦ βίου μεγάλη 
παραμυθία τὸ σῶμα τὸ Θελξινόης καὶ νῦν ἀληθῶς μεμάθηκα ὅτι ἔρως ἀληθινὸς ὅρον 
ἡλικίας οὐκ ἔχει, ἐγὼ δὲ πλανῶμαι μὲν κατὰ πᾶσαν γῆν καὶ θάλασσαν, οὐ δεδύνημαι 
δὲ οὐδὲ ἀκοῦσαι περὶ σοῦ. ὦ μαντεύματα δυστυχῆ. ὦ τὰ πάντων ἡμῖν Ἄπολλον 
χρήσας χαλεπώτατα, οἴκτειρον ἤδη καὶ τὰ τέλη τῶν μεμαντευμένων ἀποδίδου.” 
 
                                                          
45 Tagliabue 2017: 49-52. 
46 ἀγαπάω otherwise appears for the friendly feeling between masters and slaves: Araxos feels this way towards 
Habrocomes (3.12.3); and the pirate Euxinos urges Habrocomes to feel this way towards his new masters 
(1.16.3). συνήθεια as a noun appears once more in the text when it is distinguished from, but a contributing 
factor to, the passion the pirate Corymbos feels towards Habrocomes (1.14.7). 
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 While Aegialeus was still speaking Habrocomes broke into lament (ἔτι λέγοντος τοῦ 
Αἰγιαλέως ἀνωδύρετο).47 “And what about you,” he cried, “most unfortunate girl of 
all? When will I find you again, even as a corpse? Thelxinoe’s body is a great 
consolation (παραμυθία) in the life of Aegialeus, and now I truly know that true love 
has no age limit. But though I wander over every land and sea, I am unable even to 
get word of you. What unlucky prophecies! Apollo, who gave us the harshest of all 
oracles, take pity on us at last and bring your prophecies to their conclusion!” (5.1.12-
13).48 
 
Aigialeus’ tale pairs mourning with consolation, adding a verbal motif that both counts as an 
emotional action and characterizes the motif of eros. “Consolation” is repeated three times at 
the end of Aigialeus’ tale: it consoles him to look at Thelxinoe’s body (αὕτη με παραμυθεῖται 
βλεπομένη, 5.1.11); Habrocomes acknowledges Thelxinoe’s body as consolation (μεγάλη 
παραμυθία τὸ σῶμα τὸ Θελξινόης, 5.1.12); and finally, after the tale is told, Aigialeus tries to 
console Habrocomes (παραμυθουμένου αὐτὸν Αἰγιαλέως, 5.2.1). While the motif is repeated 
in Habrocomes’ lament as a noun (παραμυθία), Habrocomes himself is not consoled. Instead, 
it is immediately qualified by Habrocomes’ description of his fate as difficult (δυστυχῆ) and 
extremely harsh (χαλεπώτατα), and a request for pity from the god (οἴκτειρον). The 
emotional plot entwines love and consolation, but “consolation” itself is not a finite verbal 
action in the framing narrative. The reader’s emotional plot here diverges from Habrocomes’ 
personal emotional arc. While the cumulative sequence of verbal motifs suggests to the 
reader that eros is associated with consolation, in the world of the story Aigialeus himself 
fails to console Habrocomes.  
                                                          
47 A repeated phrase from the tale of Hippothous, when he interrupts Habrocomes’ story to join in lament (Ἔτι 
λέγοντος αὐτοῦ συνανεθρήνησεν ὁ Ἱππόθοος… 3.2.2). 
48 Translation based on Henderson (2009). 
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 In addition to consolation, the tale of Aigialeus also pairs eros with enjoyment. As in 
the tale of Hippothous, the emotional plot of the inset narrative alternates the action of love 
(ἐράω) with other emotional verbs. The previously-occurring verbal motif of erotic 
enjoyment (ἀπολαύω) appears twice, connecting Aigialeus’ story with the protagonists’ 
marriage in the first book of the novel. This verb acquires an erotic connotation in the 
Ephesiaka when it is first used for the consummation of Habrocomes’ and Anthia’s marriage 
(1.9.9; 1.10.1).49 Its appearance here characterizes eros more positively than the tale of 
Hippothous, which emphasizes erotic suffering via the motif of groaning and tears. The 
alternation between the motifs of love and enjoyment begins with “love” as a noun, and 
proceeds as follows:  
 
 Habrocomes tells of his love affair (αὐτῶι διηγήσατο...τὸν ἔρωτα, 5.1.3) 
 Aigialeus begins his love story (Νέος δὲ ὢν ἠράσθην, 5.1.5) 
 Aigialeus and Thelxinoe have sexual enjoyment (ἀπηλαύσαμεν, 5.1.5) 
 A rival, Androcles, falls in love (ἤρα ὁ Ἀνδροκλῆς, 5.1.7) 
 Aigialeus and Thelxinoe live happily with “enjoyment of everything” in exile  
  (ἡδόμενοι δὲ καὶ πάντων ἀπολαύειν δοκοῦντες, 5.1.8) 
 Habrocomes has learned that true love has no boundary of age (ὅτι ἔρως ἀληθινὸς 
  ὅρον ἡλικίας οὐκ ἔχει, 5.1.12) 
 
                                                          
49 It is also used in this sense by Euxinus, one of the pirates who originally captures the couple: σφόδρα ἀγεννὲς 
κινδυνεύοντας καὶ παραβαλλομένους μὴ ἀπολαύειν μετὰ ἀδείας ὧν ἐκτησάμεθα πόνων (“it would be 
exceedingly vile to run risks and expose ourselves to danger without enjoying what we have acquired by our 
labor,” 1.15.5), and about Cyno, the woman who lusts after the enslaved Habrocomes in Egypt (3.12.3). 
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The motif of eros in nominal form (ἔρος) bookends the inset narrative before and after the 
narrative action of Aigialeus’ direct speech, while within the inset narrative the motif of eros 
is repeated by forms of the finite verb ἐράω.  The motif of enjoyment (ἀπολαύω) appears 
once as a finite verb, and once as a complementary infinitive. While the episode repeats 
emotional verbal motifs that connect the passage to others earlier in the text, the syntax of 
these motifs is less action-oriented. Characters are talking about emotions as much as they 
are experiencing them as verbal actions: the motif of eros itself in the story’s frame is a 
nominal object rather than a finite verb. Habrocomes speaks about his eros (5.1.3) and about 
true eros (5.1.12), but his verbal emotional actions after the telling of the tale are those of 
lamentation (ἀνωδύρετο, 5.1.12) and despair (κατοδυρόμενος, 5.2.1). 
 The tale of Aigialeus functions similarly to the tale of Hippothous: it employs the 
novel’s repertory of verbal motifs to create an emotional plot that connects the inset narrative 
to its frame. The motifs of consolation and mutual enjoyment continue to emphasize the 
outward expression of emotions between individuals, rather than characters’ private internal 
states. The similar presentation of the inset narratives and the repetition of motifs suggests to 
many readers comparison between the two tales and specifically a more implicit thematic 
development of the definition of eros over the course of the novel. While the emotional plot 
of Hippothous’ tale emphasizes erotic suffering, Aigialeus’ mummified marriage tale has a 
soi-disant happy ending and modifies the motif of eros with the motif of enjoyment (sexual 
and otherwise.) Critical opinion differs as to whether these two definitions of eros are 
deliberate contrasts (with Hippothous’ inferior version of eros supplanted by the superior one 
offered by Aigialeus) or merely variation between the two poles of eros the protagonists 
themselves experience in the novel (suffering and separation versus reunion and satisfaction). 
This discussion is worth summarizing for what it reveals about the style of Ephesiaka in 
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general, and how the inset narratives connect to their framing episodes through the motifs 
that delineate the emotional plot.  
 In the former camp are Tagliabue, Konstan, and Morgan, who interpret the inset 
narratives as teaching episodes for Habrocomes. Like Morgan,50 Tagliabue reads the novel as 
a progression from a less mature to a more mature version of love.51  Konstan finds an 
explicit contrast between the mutual eros of heterosexuality and the unequal power 
relationship of homosexuality, reading Aigialeus’ tale as complementary to the protagonist’s 
mutual affection in marriage. In these interpretations, by alternating the motif of eros with 
more positive words, the tale of Aigialeus represents a gradual progression in the definition 
of eros over the course of the novel. 
However, if the second inset narrative does represent a learning experience about 
love, it is one that is directed at the reader rather than Habrocomes, who merely continues to 
lament his separation from Anthia (5.1.12). Morgan acknowledges this fact,52  but insists that 
the narrative depicts the education of the protagonist: “The moment is one of revelations, 
marking a transition from youthful passion to awareness of stable devotion… for the first 
time a cliché that has sprung glibly to Habrocomes’ lips becomes for him an inwardly felt 
truth… Xenophon was at least trying to impose a rudimentary retrospective unity on his 
                                                          
50 Morgan 1996: 35. 
51 Tagliabue 2017: 21-52. 
52 Similarly, regarding the Tale of Hippothous, he contends that the text implies certain things about 
Habrocomes’ inner state of mind: “It is almost as if an intuitive sense of literary convention leads him to grasp 
that his own story is a counter-paradigm whose negative conclusion guarantees the happy ending of the main 
plot. His thoughts, in fact, do no more than inscribe the author’s guidance of the reader’s perceptions. The 
episode highlights for the reader the shape of the central story but without deepening the hero’s erotic 
understanding within the fiction” (Morgan 1996: 175-76). 
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hero’s adventure experiences under some kind of educational rubric.”53 While the 
Ephesiaka’s conclusion does celebrate the reunion and faithful marriage of the heterosexual 
protagonists, reading Aigialeus’ tale as wholly positive does not account for the detail of 
Thelxione’s mummification, a custom exotic to Greek-speakers outside of Egypt.54  
Chew and Watanabe, on the other hand, offer interpretations of the novel’s plot goals 
that account for its disunity as an intentional feature. Chew suggests that the author’s goal is 
variation in the definition of eros over the course of the novel rather than a unified 
progression of themes,55 and Watanabe discusses the portrayal of Hippothous as a different, 
but not inferior, model of masculinity.56  Since the two inset tales use the same erotic topoi 
and similar motifs of emotional language (forbidden love between noble youths and sudden 
love at first sight), critics have sought either ironic contrast or straightforward similarity 
between the two. The reasons for this critical disagreement stem from effects produced by the 
text’s unobtrusively narrated style, including the limited idiom of emotion and how readers 
chose to interpret the repetition of motifs in the text.  
While the two long inset narratives are the only substantial points in the Ephesiaka 
that serve to reflect on the nature of eros, they do so in a way that deliberately avoids direct 
narrative commentary on which aspects of eros are good or bad. In characterizing the 
Ephesiaka’s style, de Temmerman notes its impression of neutrality created by a distant 
                                                          
53 ibid.: 174-75. 
54 Xian 1998. 
55 Chew 1998; Nimis 1994. 
56 Watanabe 2003. 
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narrator, creating a “dearth of characterization involving overt judgment or qualification.”57 
The relatively large proportion of direct speech in the novel also prompts Morgan to describe 
the Ephesiaka’s narrative strategy as “showing rather than telling.”58 The relative moral or 
ethical value of the eros depicted in the two inset narratives, including how the reader is 
meant to feel about the mummification of Thelxinoe, is left open to interpretation. The 
narration describes the external expression of emotions rather than internal states, and 
qualifying language of moral valence is largely absent. The revelation of his landlord’s 
mummified wife is focalized only through Habrocomes, who does not remark on the oddity 
of the incident. The lack of narrative value judgment noted by de Temmerman marks a major 
divergence from the description of paraliterary style based on contemporary genre fiction 
employed by Tagliabue, which lists the withholding of value judgment and black-and-white 
morality as paraliterary features.59 This lack of overt moral judgment marks a difference 
between the paraliterary styles of modern popular fiction and the Ephesiaka’s deliberately 
archaizing literary style. In places where the distant external narrator holds off from value 
judgment, readers must decide for themselves how much the similarity between the two inset 
narratives is meant to equate or contrast them, and how the modification of the eros motif by 
other emotional motifs contributes to the themes of the novel as a whole.  
 In summary, the tale of Aigialeus uses the same technique as the tale of Hippothous to 
advance an emotional plot alongside an action plot, but with some markedly different results. 
The repetition of motifs between frame and tale creates a sequence of emotional actions, and 
                                                          
57 De Temmerman 2014: 4-5. 
58 Morgan 2004. 
59 Tagliabue 2017: 163-92. 
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this sequence alternates between different terms that qualify the main motif of eros. 
Aigialeus’ story qualifies eros with the motif of enjoyment and introduces an ideal true love 
that does not end after death, but it also concludes with Habrocomes’ mourning his 
predicament rather than learning directly from tale. In comparison to the tale of Hippothous, 
the narration is more distant, replying on nominal forms of the motifs as well as finite verbs. 
The fact that some emotional motifs are objects of actions within sentences rather than 
actions themselves creates a divergence between the emotional plot as it is experienced by 
characters within the narrative, and the emotional plot as interpreted by the reader who 
follows a linear sequence of emotional motifs that apply to different levels of narration. 
Because of this gap between the understanding of the main character and the understanding 
of the reader, the tale of Aigialeus reflects on eros in a way that depends on a reader’s 






CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION 
In the Ephesiaka’s paraliterary style, inset narratives play a crucial role in both the 
emotional plot and the action plot of the story. The inset narratives demonstrate the novel’s 
overall strategy of presenting emotions by presenting a rapid sequence of emotional actions 
which in turn provoke emotional action from the protagonist Habrocomes. In the Ephesiaka, 
emotions are nearly always action-like, outward expressions rather than the depiction of 
private internal states. The novel’s use of emotional verbal motifs, therefore, is a crucial way 
of advancing the action plot. The verbal motifs that appear in the inset narratives reflect the 
text’s idiom of emotion, and the selection of motifs from within the text’s limited diction 
creates notable patterns over the course of particular episodes. Lament is a major motif in the 
text as a whole, and a primary form of emotional action in the inset narratives. Lament, often 
paired with a character’s direct speech, is an outward and visible expression of a character’s 
emotion that therefore plays a crucial role in both summarizing and progressing the novel’s 
action plot. The inset narratives pair eros with lament by showing their entwined relationship 
as emotional actions. Love stories cause lament, and lament recapitulates the previous actions 
of both the action and emotional plots while suggesting future possibilities for the novel’s 
conclusion. The connection of love to lament also demonstrates how the Ephesiaka 
characterizes the motif of eros not through complex diction and syntax, but through a 
cumulative sequence of verbal motifs. The theme of eros is constantly repeated through its 
simple verbal motif, either nominally (ἔρος) or as a verb (ἐράω). The text characterizes eros, 
however, by the alternation of different emotional verbal motifs through the episodic 
sequences in which it appears. While Hippothous’ tale characterizes eros as suffering, 
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Aigialeus’ emphasizes sexual enjoyment in marriage. While the expression of emotions as 
verbal actions and repetitive verbal motifs are syntactically simple, they may acquire 
complex interpretations by readers who recognize the circumstances of their repetition and 
the overall progression of motifs through the novel.  
The present study has served as an experiment in the stylistic analysis of a text with a 
deliberately simple style. While the Ephesiaka shares romantic topoi with a variety of 
classical and near-contemporary Greek literature, the novel’s language has presented a 
significant interpretive problem to classical scholarship. Its repetitive and paratactic style has 
historically been interpreted as primitive or crude. In other words, the novel has too much 
plot and not enough style to present material for stylistic analysis.60 This divergent simplicity 
frustrates attempts to generalize from the surviving five novels about the character of the 
“Greek novel” as a whole – for instance, the 19th century explanation, according to which the 
Greek novels were a product of the 2nd-century literary movement known as the Second 
Sophistic and its elaborate language of epideictic oratory.61 Contemporary scholarship has 
engaged (crucially and successfully) with the social and historical content of the Ephesiaka, 
but its repetitive language does not seem to reward a more traditional method of philological 
stylistic analysis that focuses on rhetorical tropes and figures, assumes the formal unity and 
deliberate organization of a text, and privileges complexity of language. The benefit of 
interpreting the Ephesiaka as a paraliterary text that deliberately employs repetitive verbal 
motifs, rather than a stylistically deficient text lacking meaningful ornamentation, is that it 
                                                          
60 Konstan remarks that of the five ancient Greek novels the Ephesiaka is “universally regarded as the worst of 
the lot” (1994b: 49). While regarded highly in the 18th century (Sullivan 1995: 9-12), the work was considered 
stylistically inferior from the 19th century (Tagliabue 2017: 1-7). 
61 Hägg disputes Rohde’s theory that the novel as a genre was a product of sophistic paideia but suggests rather 
that the sophistic style was applied to a previously lowbrow genre (1983: 104-08). 
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enables a positive rather than negative description of its stylistic features and how they 
contribute to the novel’s deliberate concern with plot. As this study has shown, the paratactic 
kai-style is particularly well-suited to guide a reader through a rapid series of unambiguously 
portrayed actions. The repertory of verbal motifs used to express emotions creates a textual 
idiom of expected emotions, and familiar motifs can be combined with other emotional 
language in various sequences. The syntactic portrayal of emotion as action and the 
cumulative effect of emotional language therefore characterize eros at the same time as they 
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